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SYNOPSIS

As the most critical economic structure pillar of Randstad, the port
development has been influencing the urban strategy and expansion of the
city in Randstad. The machinic landscape created by the hyper-rational
infrastructures along the water is incessantly organized and operated by
the strong cyber management network. As the most natural as well as
the cheapest “infrastructure” and media, water has become the focus of
exploring the future mobility method.
Spijkenisse is the residential area founded from an agricultural and fishing
community for facilitating the westward expansion of the port of Rotterdam
and responding to the pressing housing crisis of Rotterdam. With the change
of the economic structure of the port and industrial automation resulting in
a decreasing demand for employees, the city is not only eager to develop
to adapt the green and safe harbor but also explore a new urban strategy
and transformation of socio-economic structure to confront the future
hyper-connectivity and hyper-digitalization. By understanding the processes
of port authority management, this project attempts to create a systematic
and experimental waterborne transport network by introducing the radical
technology of the driverless vessel in the Rotterdam region to prompt the
urban metabolism and transformation of Spijkenisse, attaining balanced
and sustainable suburbanization. The mixed-used community in the project
connected with the radical technology is going to explore a new housingworking typology to promote engagement and collaboration within the
local, new immigrants and visitors, achieving the urban integration.

THE PORT OF ROTTERDAM
AUTOMATION AND HYPER REGULATION

The port of Rotterdam as the largest and busiest
seaport in Europe have been operating by
automation for a decade and excepted to
host autonomous ships by 2030. The strongest
and centralized port infrastructures and
cyber network allow the port operation to
work endlessly. The operation of the port is
very organized and efficient from unload to
distribution. The port worker can control the
machine and crane easily in the office due to
the remote operation technology, instead of
operating on site. Therefore, you will hardly find
people on the port of Rotterdam, this is why we
call the human exclusion zone.
In the investigation process, the project
attempts to explore the hyper-efficient and
automated workflow of the port authority and
their regulation process and find out whether this
kind of workflow could be applied to the urban
development or architectural organization.

LIVING ON WATER

THE ALTERNATIVE AND SUSTAINBALE MOBILITY

The Netherlands is a country surrounded by water.
In order to build more urban land, cities are built
up by reclamation. Mass transport networks
are constructed for bringing cities closer. This
artificial country often forgets its most important
geographical resource and landscape. Water is
a threat, but also an opportunity. As many port
cities, like Amsterdam, Hong Kong, Rotterdam,
as a city rich in water resources, should take
advantage of its natural geography to establish
a well-developed water transport network to
increase the urban mobility and prompt the urban
development.
The project start from the analysis of the existing
traffic problems in a certain region of Rotterdam,
finding out the necessity and possibility of
developing a more systematic waterborne public
transport network. And then, the intervention
of new mobility method will be introduced to
improve the urban metabolism and citizens’ life.
THE OUT-OF-REACH LAND
In order to activate certain human exclusion zone, develop a sustainable
port and enhance the public participation, several public space, such as
the education center related to the port, an artificial beach, the camping
area and so on are established on the Massvlakete 2. However, the limited
accessibility usually deter citizens from exploring it. The only choice of public
transport is just the infrequent ferry service.
The transfer ferry station in Massvlakte
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Buffered rubber
Mooring post bollard
Foldable window system
Sightseeing platform
Bike rack
Light-weight steel structure
Membrane canopy

Radar receiver
Circulation core
Membrane canopy

THE MODULAR FERRY TERMINAL HACK

3

GARDEN

SQUARE

THE INTERIOR SPACE OF CITY LONGUE

THE INTERIOR SPACE OF CITY LONGUE

CIRCULATION & TERRACE
PUBLIC ROUTE

5F

7F

The visitor route is mainly around the city lounge
from the terminal platform, across the square to
the interior garden and then return to the main
entrance of the building and windmill area. The
walking pathway is running through the spatial
order of the entire building and experiencing
the change of urban landscape.

8F

3F
3F

4F

CONVENTIONAL CORE

Each building units have individual circulation core.

OUTSIDE CIRCULATION

The outside circulation is the main concert of the block design.
Like the radical technology, it is not only enhancing the
accessibility and architectural mobility in the community, but also
stimulating the spatial coherency and social integration.

WORK FLOW
The worker pathway is starting from the ferry
terminal where commuters come from, and
then crossing the square where offer coffee and
food. The rest of circle circulation throughout
the whole center, creating different interior and
outdoor space. The social staircases are also
the nice place for relaxation.

RESIDENTIAL PATHWAY

INTERIOR SPACE

The forms of different functional blocks are created by responding
to their space needs. City longue: leisure and sightseeing.
Housing: sun and life. Co-work center: inspired and dynamic.
Learning center: quiet and comfortable interior space. Each has
its own characteristics, but similar materials and spatial logic.

OUTDOOR TERRACES

The plenty of outdoor terraces are aiming to prompt the
integration progress among different user groups for various
activities. The complex terrace system looks very complicated, but
well organizing by the flexible and accessible outside circulation.
The allocation of theses circulation are designed to responding
different crowd flows.

The housing area is not the isolation zone. The
upper residents can easily arrive each building
in the community through the connected
outside circulation. The west side liner route is
going to the city longue and the southern is
the co-work center. The separated buildings
are fully integrated by the outside circulation
realizing the spatial and urban integration.

THE PERSPECTIVE FROM THE TERRACE

THE PERSPECTIVE FROM THE TERMINAL

THE INTERIOR SPACE CITY LONGUE
WITH THE VIEW OF OUTDOOR TERRACE

SQUARE & CIRCULATION

CO-WORK CENTER OF CORRIDOR

SECTION

ROOF GARDEN

The concrete fence of roof garden
fix the façade with hardware and
transmit structural load to the
concrete frame structure as the
associated structure .
The roof garden as the extension
of the co-work center connects
with the outdoor circulation.
Visitors can easily arrive the roof
area and appreciate the urban
landscape.

THE LEARNING CENTER
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SECONDARY STRUCTURE :
STEEL STRUCTURE CURTAIN WALL

The threes floor height facade is
supported by the steel structure
which transfer load on the
concrete frame structure and
foundation.
The transparent facade allows
more light and outdoor views into
the building blurring the spatial
relationship between interior and
exterior.

CONCRETE FACADE

The façade is designed to
combine with the primary structure
as a whole. Most of the first floor
façade is covered by the logistic
center, but the tall windows
are still installed for providing air
exchange and decorated light.
The façade of classroom has the
1 meter height concrete wall
and the public space would be
more transparent. The continuous
and harmonious concrete
façade strengthen the spatial
characteristic and order.

GLASS CURTAIN WALL

PRIMARY STRUCTURE :
REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE

THE LEARNING CENTER

THE LEARNING CENTER

THE LEARNING CENTER

ALLOCATION
The housing units allocation is based
on the characteristics of different
housing groups. The units for big
family in the upper levels is aiming to
provide a relative quiet environment
for the elderly and the rest in the
lower floor is encouraging them to
access the surrounding facilities, such
as the learning center, the co-work
center, sport facilities and so on.

CONCEPT OF HOUSING DESIGN

INTEGRATION!

The cores are designed to meet the
requirement of the standard building
code. The corridor as the barrier
and transitional space between
the outside community and the
housing area provide sufficient
privacy and connection with outdoor
environment, but it does not facilitate
communication between neighbors

The outside circulation system as the
concept of architectural mobility
realizes the spatial integration
among the buildings, thus stimulating
the social integration. Besides
providing public circulation system
to encourage the new immigrants
to participate in the community,
the circulation also lead the locals
and visitors into the community and
repair the social relationship by the
architectural intervention.

ROOF GARDEN

CORE AND CORRDIOR

CO
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TERRACE!
The pop-up platforms, just like the
terrace space used in the design
of the community are offering the
opportunity for neighbors’ small talk,
rest and other outdoor activities.
The terraces transfer the dull corridor
into the dynamic space to respond
the nearby public space creating
cozy and harmonious community
atmosphere together.
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THE COMMUNITY

OUTDOOR CIRCULATION

HOUSING

“ IF THERE IS TO BE A "NEW URBANISM" IT WOULD NOT BE
BASED ON THE TWIN FANTASIES OF ORDER AND OMNIPOTENCE;
IT WILL BE THE STAGING OF UNCERTAINTY: IT WILL NO LONGER
BE CONCERNED WITH THE ARRANGEMENT OF MORE OR LESS
PERMANENT OBJECTS BUT WITH THE IRRIGATION OF TERRITORIES
WITH POTENTIAL."

Belanger, Pierre, Gareth Doherty, and Charles Waldheim. " Is Landscape infrastructure?"
In is Landscape...?:Easy on the identity of Landscape, 190-227. 1st ed. Routledge, 2015.
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